ASW – Operation Corporate
On the 1st May 1982, 3 Sea King helicopters of
826 NAS along with HM Ship’s Brilliant and
Yarmouth were detached to a suspected Argentine
submarine patrol area.
At the time and for years after, there was no
confirmed account of a submarine being attacked.
Recently however, an account of the action from
the Argentine point of view (in Spanish) was found
on the internet. The following is an account from
both sides.
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The Argentine Account
ALEXANDER MAEGLI was the Communications Officer (pictured on the right) aboard
the ARA San Luis during the Falklands conflict of 1982. Now a Rear Admiral, this is his
account of what happened when the ARA San Luis tried to attack ships of the British
task force with torpedoes that failed to work, followed by the prosecution of the San
Luis by ships and helicopters of the Royal Navy.

The Argentine Account cont.

Alexander Maegli was on the verge of handing over his watch when
the sonar operator uttered the chilling, “Sir I have a sonar contact”.
Maegli looked at him hoping that he was mistaken.
On occasion whales and marine sounds can confuse even the most
experienced operators but this noise came from the North East and
the characteristics were confirmed within minutes as those of a British
Warship. As the ‘on watch’ officer, Maegli immediately called the
Captain who in turn issued orders “Hands to battle stations”.
Maegli felt his hair stand on end as he thought of what was about to
happen but even then, he could not be certain that this was about to
be the first submarine battle of the South Atlantic.

The Argentine Account cont.
On may 1st 1982, Maegli stood amongst the equipment of the operations
room with his men seated around the small table. Initially he felt his legs
shaking and he could hardly raise his face to address them until he realised
that they too felt the same.
Gradually he took control and briefed everyone of the operational analysis.
The target could be heard approaching; the captain ordered “Prepare
torpedoes for firing” and issued orders to manoeuvre the submarine into the
best firing position. Soon the sonar operator reported 3 antisubmarine
helicopters closing and the sound of underwater explosions. They identified
two British warships at 9000 yards. The Captain ordered “Fire” and the
submarine shuddered to the chilling sound of it’s launch. The wire guided
weapon headed towards its target under command guidance but within
minutes the captain was informed that the wire had broken. Although running
on independently, it had been pre-programmed to run below the surface and
could possibly give away the submarines position. Within 5 minutes the ships
had disappeared from the sonar and contact with the torpedo was lost.

The Argentine Account cont.

Maegli believed it would not be difficult for the British helicopters to see the
subs position and with a dry mouth he waited; the hunter was about to
become the prey in seconds, this time the English at great speed and the
Argentineans in slow motion. The captain ordered evasive manoeuvres as the
sonar operator reported the splash of a torpedo in the water. Under attack,
they could hear the high frequency sound emitted by the approaching
torpedo. “maximum depth” ordered the Captain followed by “release
decoys”. These were large tablets, which they called ‘Alka Seltzer’ which
when in contact with the water, created a false target of bubbles. The sonar
operator reported ”torpedo near the stern” a call that galvanized them all.
The next 10 seconds felt like a year before the sonar operator reported
“Torpedo crossed to the other side”. A quiet joy filled the compartment! The
English torpedo had missed and they had been saved by a hairs breadth.

The Argentine Account cont.
Shortly after, the harassment began. A Sea King attacked with depth charges
which shook the ocean. They continued the attack as the submarine
descended deeper and deeper. The attacks continued to within 500 metres of
Maeglis chin and lasted for hours and hours. Onboard the problem soon
became a lack of oxygen. Unable to snort, the carbon dioxide levels rose. The
captain ordered all crew not required to go to bed and try to sleep in order to
save oxygen. To go to bed and try and sleep in a submarine under attack
must be one of the most disquieting experiences of life, the problem was not
the fear, but how to control it and fall asleep.
23 hours alter the first sonar contact the sonar operator announced “area
clear”. Slowly the San Luis rose to periscope depth. With the area clear the
captain ordered the snorkel and radio antenna raised shortly after which they
received the sad information that the Sant Fe had been sunk off South
Georgia.

The British Account
The Squadron Record book of 826 Squadron records:
At 1500 (local time) the squadron launched 3 a/c and 6 crews to take part in what became
know as the ‘SWATEX’. HM Ship’s Brilliant and Yarmouth detached from the main force
to conduct Active ASW Operations in an area North East of Port Stanley. On arrival the
Sea Kings transferred their spare crews to the Frigates and In Flight Refuelled before
carrying out Active and MAD searches. During the operation the Lynx from HMS Brilliant
and Wasp from HMS Yarmouth were used as weapon carriers. Six Mk 11 Depth Charges
and 2 Mk 46 Torpedoes were delivered by 826 in prosecution of Active and MAD contacts.
In addition, Brilliant used STWS and Yarmouth Mortar Mk 10 as well as weapons
delivered by their own helicopters. During the operation a new technique for prosecuting
MAD contacts was developed. The MAD a/c conducting the search was followed in loose
line astern by a weapon carrier, who released his weapon when the a/c called contact
(MADMAN). Quite a number of weapons were delivered using this technique. After
approximately 4 hours of flying, crew changes were carried out by transfer from the
frigates and the aircraft were refuelled by HIFR. During the SWATEX the a/c remained
airborne for 10 hours 20 minutes.
Two of the crews involved
Hogg, Gibson (Lt Cdr MTF), Freemantle, Cockayne
Dibb, Rawson (SERCO MTF), Lapthorne, Taber
In the month of May 826 flew a total of 1454:55 hours, 54% of which were at night.

Weapons loading – 826 NAS
HMS HERMES

The British Account
Extracts from the diary of Peter Green, CHOPS HMS Yarmouth
1st May
1300 270° closing fast enemy
1304 Mix up - friendly helicopters
1410 Air red; during this time YARMOUTH and BRILLIANT are to the North of
East Falkland doing an ASW whilst ARROW, ALACRITY and GLAMORGAN are
to the South of the Islands doing an NGS.
1811 Action mortar
1820 Bearing 188° torpedo HE
1832 Mortar fired
1845 Mortar fired
1847 Mortar fired
2011 Depth charges dropped
2100 Action mortar
2123 Mortar fired
2123 Air yellow
2153 Fall out - our first day at war.
YARMOUTH fired 14 mortar bombs (Unofficial figures)
Helos (Yarmouth/Brilliant) dropped 8 torpedoes, 13 Mk II depth charges (Unofficial figures)

Weapon Summary
Examination of the San Luis weapon system later proved that part of the
guidance wiring circuits had been connected in reverse which is why the
torpedo failed
From a British perspective, the lack of a purpose built shallow water
weapon almost certainly denied the 826 crews a positive kill.
Wheras the Argentine weapons system was repairable, the West still has
no effective shallow water weapon against an SSK and a crew with nerves
of steel that evades by sitting on the bottom.

